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Robust banks’ undervalued
bond opportunity

Coco bonds are one of the few credit products that still
offer spreads in excess of pre-pandemic levels and are
set to benefit from any inflationary pressures that may
emerge as the global economy recovers. Can they
maintain these rare performance credentials as we
move into 2022?
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Covid-19 has left economies and industries around the world bruised.
While central banks have provided unprecedented levels of support for fixed
income investors, seeking out returns has become increasingly problematic
with negative yielding debt accounting for some USD17 trillion of the global
universe. But positive performance is by no means a mythical investment
unicorn – there are still pockets of potential opportunity on offer in
fixed income.
One sub-sector enjoying a positive outlook despite the economic turmoil
created by the pandemic is contingent convertible bonds, aka ‘coco bonds’.
These bank-specific securities offer a rare yield opportunity, with the cocos
of top-quality national champion banks boasting yields in excess of 4%.
Banks have played a key role across the pandemic, acting as conduits for
government policy to reach the real economy – notably through lending to
corporates when other funding sources dried up and offering loan repayment
holidays to retail customers. Unlike during the financial crisis in 2008 when
banks were the villains, this time around they’re acting as a force for good
and have been key to the recovery story.
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Chart 1: Global bond market by yield bucket
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Source: ICE BofAML Global Fixed Income Markets Index (GFIM); latest monthly data for September 2021

Sitting in the sweet spot

2022 potential

Bolstered by the positive role of banks, cocos have
outperformed most other fixed income sub-asset
classes to-date in 2021, a year characterised by relatively
low volatility and only a small generic tightening in credit
spreads since January. The trend of economic recovery
has most keenly benefited high-beta securities,
including cocos.

With thoughts of a new year rapidly approaching,
the natural question is whether cocos will continue
to enjoy this unique position and maintain positive
performance.

We think cocos currently sit in a unique sweet spot in
terms of investment risk versus potential reward. Asset
prices in general have benefitted from the central bank
support mechanisms implemented as a result of the
pandemic and the banking sector in particular has enjoyed
that fundamental support afforded to it by policymakers
and central banks.

Chart 2: Euro area banks Tier 1 capital ratio
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From a technical perspective, the diverse and growing
buyer base continues to enhance the liquidity profile of
the asset class, even during periods of stress. We noted
that additional tier 1 (AT1) securities remained highly liquid
even through the most volatile periods at the height of the
pandemic, benefiting from a wide range of investor types
in multiple locations and jurisdictions.
Lastly, valuations remain attractive and we expect a
continued compression of coco/AT1 spreads towards those
of European high yield and tier 2 securities.
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From a fundamentals perspective, we see the outlook
as positive, with continued central bank support and
a banking sector characterised by robust regulations,
record levels of capital and well-governed management
teams, on top of the macroeconomic tailwinds that are
very supportive for the sector.
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Interest rate implications
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The threat of interest rate hikes is a hot topic for investors
across the board. A rate-hiking environment is expected to
generate a degree of volatility for fixed income markets,
leading to the potential for capital loss in traditional
benchmarked portfolios as assets reprice. In cocos,
however, this is less of a concern due to the lower interest
rate sensitivity of AT1 instruments and the higher carry
(yield/coupon) component of the underlying bank bonds.
Provided rate hikes are well communicated to the market,
we don’t envisage higher interest rates as detracting from
AT1 performance in the medium term.
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economic growth and over a longer time horizon than
previous cycles, which means banks capital levels should
prove very resilient.

Chart 3: Euro bank debt & Euro ‘BB’ & ‘B’
corporate spreads
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Valuations: European bank AT1 trades meaningfully
back of European high yield BB-rated bonds (some +70
basis points), which seems counter intuitive given the
fundamental pressure likely to impact parts the levered
corporate sector. AT1s also enjoy around 185 basis points
of pick-up versus bank LT2 spreads, which represents
a significant premium given the respective risks. There
remains scope for notable spread compression, especially
since AT1 represents one of the few asset classes yielding
more than inflation expectations.
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Source: Bloomberg indices European Banks CoCo Tier 1 & Tier 2 spread;
Bloomberg indices Pan Euro High Yield spread (OAS); latest data at
26 October, 2021

Further, in contrast to other corporates, banks are
uniquely placed to benefit from interest rate increases
and we are confident that the financial sector will
outperform as banks become more profitable through
any rate hiking cycle.

AT1 coupon risk: We see this as low, given the very robust
capital levels banks have built up and the strength of their
balance sheets.
Supply: AT1 supply expectations are modest and the bulk
of the issuance in 2022 will be refinancing related, while at
the same time the buyer base continues to grow.

A rare return pocket

Aside from rates, there are four main factors that could
influence coco performance as we move into 2022.

As economic activity begins to normalise, we anticipate that
the investment landscape will expose clear success and
failure stories, especially as central bank accommodation
starts to unwind. We expect to see this trend manifest on
a corporate, sector and country basis. Geography could
become particularly relevant as we see differing country
approaches to handling the prolific Delta variant of Covid-19,
which is preventing societal restrictions being lifted.

Fundamentals: Banks have built up resilient capital bases,
which remained stable through the pandemic. There
remains ongoing balance-sheet support, with loan losses
likely to be more muted than a normal cycle given the
various furlough, moratorium and government guarantee
schemes, coupled with capital relief from regulators. When
these programmes eventually roll off, we expect the credit
cycle to play out, but this will be in a context of improving

We continue to believe that banks in the US and Europe are
likely to be the clear success stories in terms of a sector
that will likely benefit from both the economic recovery
and subsequently higher yields which follow improving
data. Cocos represent a rare pocket of credit that still
offers pre-pandemic levels of return and is set to benefit
from any inflationary pressures that may emerge as the
global economy recovers.

Performance drivers
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